This is a suggested list of capable speakers to address various organizations regarding the Supreme Court Black Monday decision, and its effect upon our Nation. There are many other fine speakers whose names are not listed, but who also would be glad to address various groups. They are arranged in alphabetical order with their addresses.

The best way to arrange a speaking engagement is by a long distance telephone call from the program chairman followed by a letter of confirmation.

Hon. Ross Barnett,
Lawyer
Statesman
414½ E. Capitol
Jackson, Mississippi

Tom Barrentine,
Industrialist
Greenwood, Mississippi

Judge Tom P. Brady,
Executive Committeeman
Assn. of Citizens Councils
Brookhaven, Mississippi

M.L. Branch,
Executive Committeeman
Assn. of Citizens Councils
Winona, Mississippi

Edward Britt
Chairman Third Cong. Dist.
Assn. of Citizens Councils
Indianola, Mississippi

Mrs. Mary Cain,
Editor
Patriot
Summit, Mississippi

Dr. W. M. Caskey,
Political Science Dept.
Mississippi College
Clinton, Mississippi

Tom Q. Ellis
Clerk of Supreme Court
New Capitol Bldg.
Jackson, Mississippi

Rev. G. T. Gillespie
President Emeritus
Belhaven College
1255 Belvoir Place
Jackson, Mississippi

Elmore Greaves
Director of Research
Assn. of Citizens Councils
605 Plaza Bldg.
Jackson, Mississippi

Hon. J.O. Hollis,
Executive Committeeman
Assn. of Citizens Councils
Carthage, Mississippi

Rep. Wilburn Hooker
Executive Committeeman
Assn. of Citizens Councils
Lexington, Mississippi

Hon. Fred Jones,
Executive Committeeman
Assn. of Citizens Councils
Inverness, Mississippi

Garner M. Lester,
Business Man,
Methodist Lay Leader
P.O. Box 369
Jackson, Mississippi